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The effect of coherent rotational motion on images acquired
with the ultrafast single-shot spin-echo Burst sequence has been
analyzed. Previous experience has demonstrated that sample ro-
tation during Burst experiments has the potential to cause severe
image artifacts. In this paper we show that no distortions are
visible when the readout gradient is parallel to the rotation axis,
but that there is a very distinctive behavior for the case of the
rotation axis orthogonal to the imaging plane. The mathematical
expression that describes the resulting signal is presented and is
used as a basis for a method of correcting the k-space data. The
conditions under which undistorted images may be recovered are
discussed. It is shown that there is an asymmetry, dependent on
the rotation direction, in both the manifestation of the artifact and
the range of angular velocities over which one can correct the
images. Data from an agar gel phantom rotating at a known rate
are used to show how the theory is successful at reconstructing
images, with no free parameters. The range of angular velocities
over which correction is possible depends on the timing parame-
ters of the pulse sequence, but for these data was 20.016 < v &
.1 revolutions/s. Volunteer experiments have confirmed that the
heory is applicable to patient motion and can correct motional
istortion even when the exact rate is not known a priori. By
ptimizing the reconstruction to restore a known sample geome-
ry/aspect ratio, an estimate of the rotation angular frequency is
btained with a precision of 610%. © 2000 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

From the early days of NMR it has been clear that the N
signal is sensitive to both random molecular motion of
nuclear spins and coherent macroscopic motion (1). In the
ontext of MRI, coherent motion can lead to image artif
hat seriously impair the diagnostic utility or quantitative
uracy of the data obtained (2). In vivoapplications of MRI ar
articularly susceptible to this kind of distortion because o
atural respiratory and cardiac rhythms, pulsatile flow of b
nd cerebrospinal fluid, and involuntary motion of the sub
here is a large body of work that examines the effect
otion on the various different MRI sequences (e.g., (3, 4)).

1 Current address: NMR Research Unit, University Dept. of Clinical N
ology, Institute of Neurology, University College London, Queen Squ
ondon WC1N 3BG.
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The use of ultrafast techniques, such as EPI (5), HASTE
6), snapshot-FLASH (7), GRASE (8), and spiral scan (9),
haracterized by total acquisition times of less than a
nd, can be a satisfactory solution to the problem of mo
rtifacts.
Burst (10 –13) is an alternative ultrafast single-shot te

nique that has a number of specific advantages ove
other previously mentioned sequences. These include:
inherent insensitivity to magnetic susceptibility differen
across the sample; (ii) low RF power deposition; (iii) l
acoustic noise; (iv) less stringent system requirements
gradient rise times); (v) in-built diffusion contrast. Althou
Burst has a number of disadvantages, too, such as a
tively poor resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), it
considerable potential in certain niche areas, such as s
shot multislice imaging in regions where EPI can pr
problematic due to susceptibility artifacts (for example
the abdomen).

The inherent sensitivity of Burst methods to molecular
fusion (14, 15) led us to investigate how robust Burst is in
presence of macroscopic motion of the sample. This p
introduces a general formalism to explain the image arti
induced by the sample rotation during Burst experiments
their possible correction, while further work (in progress
looking at coherent translational motion and flow. The foll
ing issues will be addressed here:

● derivation of the general expression for the phase acq
by the spins in a sample rotating in the presence of a mag
field gradient;

● description of the spin echo Burst sequence with an
planation of why the distortions in Burst images are diffe
from those in images obtained with other sequences;

● application of the general expression for the phase t
special cases of a Burst experiment with the rotation
perpendicular and parallel to the readout direction in the p
of imaging;

● explanation of the method used to correct the data;
● demonstration of the results obtained from phantom ain

vivo experiments;
● discussion of the significance of the results obtained

-
,
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162 WHEELER-KINGSHOTT, CRE´ MILLIEUX, AND DORAN
2. THEORY

2.1. General Remarks

It is well known that spins precessing in the presence
magnetic field gradient,G(t), accumulate a phase,f(t), asso
ciated with their position in the laboratory frame of referen
R(t), according to the integral

f~t! 5 2 g E
0

t

G~t9! z R~t9! dt9. [1]

Suppose that the sample rotates as a rigid body wit
ngular velocityv(t). The spin’s positionR(t) in the labora

tory frame of reference can be written (to a good approx
tion for vt & 0.5 rad) in terms of its fixed positionr in the
body frame of reference that rotates with the sample:

R~t! 5 r 1 E
0

t

v~t9! 3 r dt9. [2]

ubstituting this expression into Eq. [1] yields

f~t! 5 2 g E
0

t

G~t9! z r dt9

2 g E
0

t

G~t9! z E
0

t9

@v~t0! 3 r # dt0dt9, [3]

.e., the phase accumulated by the spin can be split into
omponents, one of which depends on the position of the
n the sample, while the other is an extra term introduced b
otation. We may then employ the standardk-space notatio
ith a new termk rot,

f~t! 5 f0~t! 1 f rot~t! 5 2 ~k 1 k rot! z r . [4]

Here k 5 g * 0
t G(t9)dt9, as expected, whilek rot is found as

suggested by Anderson and Gore (16) and reported in th
ollowing part of this section.

For suitably short times and/or small rotation angular ve
ties, we can replace* 0

t9 [v(t0) 3 r ]dt0 with u(t9) 3 r, where
u(t9) 5 * 0

t9 v(t0)dt0 behaves approximately like a vect
Thus, the second term of [2] contains the vector triple pro
G(t9) z [u(t9) 3 r ], which can be rearranged as [G(t9) 3
u(t9)] z r.
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Hence, comparing with [2] and [4],

k rot 5 g E
0

t

G~t9! 3 u~t9! dt9, [5]

nd we are led to an expression for the NMR signal in
resence of rotation,Srot(k),

Srot~k ! 5 E
R

rR~R!e2i ~k1krot!zr d3R, [6]

where rR(R) is the spin density function in the laborato
frame and the integral is performed over the whole samp

In the hypothesis of small angular displacements, one
assume that the spin density function does not change
passing from the laboratory to the body frame, thusrR(R) '
r r(r ). Since the element volume is the same in the two fra

f reference, i.e.,d3R 5 d3r, Eq. [6] becomes

Srot~k ! 5 E
r

r r~r !e2i ~krot1k!zrd3r . [7]

If S(k) is the signal in the absence of rotation, then

Srot~k ! 5 S~k 1 k rot!. [8]

Thus, the effect of a small sample rotation in the presen
a gradient,G(t), is to shift thek-space signal,S(k), corre-
sponding to the ideal situation of a static sample, by the am
2k rot (16).

.2. The Burst Sequence

Figure 1 shows the Burst sequence diagram, while Ta
xplains the meaning of the variables used. In the follow
evelopment, we choose the spin-echo Burst sequence
nown as DUFIS (12)), but with straightforward modification
ther Burst sequences may be analyzed. (In practice, ou
ges have been acquired with the OUFIS phase modu
cheme (13), which increases the signal-to-noise ratio of

mages, but this has no implications for the analysis presen
The main characteristic of the Burst sequence is the p

lar type of excitation: a train ofn very short RF pulses
pplied during a continuous gradient, along the read direc

o frequency encode the magnetization. A 180° slice-sele
ulse, followed by a readout gradient of the same ampl
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163ROTATION ARTIFACTS IN BURST IMAGING
and duration as in the excitation period, refocuses a trainn
spin echoes, one from each pulse. The phase encoding gr
is applied during the excitation too, and it is arranged to m

FIG. 1. Spin-echo Burst sequence. Eacha-pulse of the Burst excitation p
pair of a different length from the transverse magnetization created by
j experiences a read gradient fromA to B and fromC to D. The pulses can

TABLE 1
Variables of SE Burst Used for Calculating the Position/Phase

Shift of the k-Space Lines When in the Presence of Motion

Variable Description

g Gyromagnetic ratio

n No. of pulses (equal to the No. of echoes)
j Echo No. (j 5 0, . . . , n 2 1)
nR No. of sampling points per echo (i.e., No. of pixels in

read direction)

t Time variable
t Distance center-to-center between two successivea-

pulses (echoes)
DT Delay between the excitation and the readout gradien
Tref Length of the phase encode gradient lobe that determ

the echo number for whichkY 5 0
A Start of the excitation/PE gradient as seen by the puls

corresponding to echoj
B End of the excitation/PE gradient
C Start of the readout gradient
D Center of echoj (i.e., spin rephasingkX 5 0)

GR Magnitude of the read gradient
GS Magnitude of the slice selective gradient
GPE Magnitude of the first lobe of the phase encode gradie
Gref Magnitude of the refocusing lobe of the phase encode

gradient

v Rotation angular frequency
ient
e

each echo correspond to a differentk-space line. A refocusin
lobe determines the position of the centralk-space line in th
echo train.

In the hypothesis of independent pulses (linear approx
tion), it is possible to assume that the transverse magnetiz
created by each pulse experiences a read gradient of the
amplitude, but different length from that experienced by
transverse magnetization created by the other pulses. The
is true for the phase encode gradient. As is explained in
following sections, this difference in the gradient length is
source of a varying phase shift for the different lines ofk-space
data when sample motion occurs during data acquisition. S
only Burst-type sequences implement this gradient schem
motion artifacts that we analyze here are characteristic of
methods.

2.3. Rotation Axis Perpendicular to the Readout Directio
in the Plane of Imaging

We shall consider first the case of a rotation whose ax
perpendicular to the imaging plane. As one might expect
will entail considerable distortion since the object is mov
along the large read gradient. Let us indicate withZ the axis o
rotation, whileX and Y are two orthogonal “in-plane” dire
tions. uZ is, thus, the only component of the rotation an
which is different from zero. Let us assume also that
rotation has angular frequency,v, constant over the time of th
experiment and that the valueuZ 5 vt satisfies the small ang
condition described earlier. In this particular situation,
componentskrot,X, krot,Y, krot,Z of k rot, deduced from Eq. [5], a
reduced to

e train creates a transverse magnetization that sees an excitation/reado
other pulses. The transverse magnetization created by the pulse that grates ech
considered independently one from the other if the linear approximatio

s

uls
the
be
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164 WHEELER-KINGSHOTT, CRE´ MILLIEUX, AND DORAN
krot,X 5 1g E
0

t

GY~t9!vt9dt9

krot,Y 5 2g E
0

t

GX~t9!vt9dt9.

krot,Z 5 0 [9]

In order to apply Eq. [8], we writeGX 5 GR (amplitude o
the excitation and readout gradients) andGY 5 GPE (amplitude
of the phase encoding gradient).

In Fig. 1, the periodsAB andCD represent, respectively, t
ephasing and rephasing gradient lobes for echoj . A andB are
lso the starting and ending points of the first lobe of the
radient, as seen by the transverse magnetization that c
choj . Tref andGref are the length and amplitude of the ph

encode lobe, applied immediately after excitation, that r
cuses spins such thatkY 5 0 for the middle echo. The presen
of the 180° refocusing pulse, midway between excitation
acquisition, inverts the phase of the spins and can be inc
rated as a change in the sign of the initial gradients.

Under these assumptions, the formulae for the shifts ca
written as

krot,X 5 2g E
A

B

GPE~t!vt dt 1 g E
B

B1Tref

Gref~t!vt dt

krot,Y 5 1g E
A

B

GR~t!vt dt 2 g E
C

D

GR~t!vt dt. [10]

If n is the total number of excitation pulses,t is the sepa
ration center-to-center between two successive pulses anDT
is the time between the end of the excitation and the begin
of the acquisition gradients, allowing slice selection to oc
thenA, B, C, andD have the following expressions for thej th
echo:

A 5 0

B 5 S j 1
1

2D t

C 5 B 1 DT 5 S j 1
1

2D t 1 DT

D 5 C 1 B 5 2S j 1
1

2D t 1 DT. [11]

Note that the transverse magnetization contributing to
j is created at pointA and sot 5 0 here by definition. The12
E
tes

e
-

d
o-

be

ng
r,

o

appears in the expression forB, C, andD because we consid
times to the center of thej th echo.

Since B, C, and D depend onj , then k rot,X and k rot,Y are
functions of the echo number, too. This means that the lin
k-space corresponding to each acquired echo is shifted
different amount, both alongkX andkY. We can calculatekrot,X

andkrot,Y for the j th line in k-space by evaluating the formu
in [9] and [10] with the integration limits as defined in [1
The shifts are both polynomial functions of the second ord
the echo indexj :

krot,X 5 aX j 2 1 bX j 1 cX

krot,Y 5 aY j 2 1 bY j 1 cY, [12]

with the constantsaX, bX, cX and aY, bY, cY containing
information about the gradient amplitudes and their dura
(via the pulse separationt). For detailed expressions see A
pendix A. Evaluating the expressions forkrot,X andkrot,Y, using
parameters typical of Burst experiments (see Table 2) an
maximum rotation frequency in our phantom study (see
tion 3), it turns out thatkrot,Y, which depends onGR, is com-
parable to or even bigger than the separationDk between
k-space lines in absence of rotation, whilekrot,X is negligible
being four orders of magnitude smaller thankrot,Y. This under-
lines the predominant role of the excitation/readout gradie
determining the observed distortions.

2.4. Burst k-Space Data in the Presence of Rotation

From the previous sections, we have seen that the s
observed in a Burst experiment with a rotating sample
shifted version of the correct signal, according to Eq. [8],
we have shown how to calculate what thek-space shift is
Figure 2 shows a representation of the shift along the p
encoding direction,kY, which is the more significant.

TABLE 2
Parameters for SE-Burst Used to Perform

the Rotation Experiments

Variable Phantom Volunteer

n 64 64
nR 64 64

Field-of-view 120 mm 300 mm
Slice thickness 4 mm 10 mm

Bandwidth 100 kHz 100 kHz

t 640ms 640ms
DT 17.36 ms 11.56 ms
Acquisition period 41 ms 41 ms
Tref 2.5 ms 2 ms
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165ROTATION ARTIFACTS IN BURST IMAGING
We define a function,j( j , v),

j~ j , v! 5 2@kY~ j ! 1 krot,Y~ j !#, [13]

herekY( j ) is given by

kY~ j ! 5 2g E
0

B

GPE~t! dt 1 g E
B

B1Tref

Gref~t! dt

5 jDkY 1 kY0, [14]

andkY0 depends on the details of the phase encode blip, b
used to position the central echo ink-space, whileDkY repre-
sents the step alongkY in absence of rotation (v 5 0). [The

egative sign in Eq. [14] is purely for presentational purpo
ecause of the effect of the 180° pulse, ourk-space lines fill u

rom top to bottom (i.e., from positivekY to negative) with
increasing echo numberj . We feel that it is more intuitive
however, to visualize the experiment as running from neg
to positive values, so that in Fig. 2 we can “read through”
experiment from left to right. We now refer to positive a
negative halves ofk-space according to this new conventio

Using Eqs. [11] and [14] the functionj( j , v) can be written
as

j~ j , v! 5 2@aY j 2 1 ~bY 1 DkY! j 1 ~cY 1 kY0!# [15]

and thus depends on the echo number,j , and rotation fre

FIG. 2. (a) The functionj( j , v) vs the echo numberj . The continuous
whenv 5 20.08,20.07, . . . ,0.08 rps. For large negative values ofv only th
into the high positive frequencies. (b) Thek-space profile alongkY at kX 5 0
vc, v 5 20.01 rps (vc , v , 0), v 5 0, andv 5 0.01 rps (v . 0). Thek

f rotation with axis orthogonal to the readout direction of the image plan
of k-space with the data stretching further out, to cover higher positive
ng

s.

e
e

]

quency, v, as shown in Fig. 2. The continuous thick l
represents the case ofv 5 0, which means that the functi
j( j , 0) coincides with2kY( j ). The dotted lines representj( j ,
v) for different rotation angular frequencies, fromv 5 20.08
revolutions per second (rps) tov 5 0.08 rps. Forv . 0, the
faster the rotation is, the morej( j , v) extends in the positiv
part ofk-space, while for negative frequencies the coverag
the positivek-space is increasingly reduced until the signa
sampled only for negative values ofk-space. We indicate wi
vc a critical negative frequency, corresponding to samp
one half ofk-space plus at least1

8 of the lines of the other ha
which is an oft-used minimum condition for “half-Fourie
image reconstruction (17). Appendix B derives an expressi
for vc and it is seen that this limiting value is dependent on
number ofk-space lines acquired,n, and the sequence timi
parameters, but not on the absolute value of the read gra

The effect of rotation is to cause thek-space lines to b
either spread increasingly or compressed together. Th
illustrated in Fig. 2b, where we have compared four diffe
cases. The signal, obtained from simulated data, is pl
againstj( j , v), assuming the read gradient to be orthogon
the rotation axis.

In each case, the continuous line shows thek-space dat
alongkY at kX 5 0, for the ideal case of continuous symme
sampling. The peak of the echo corresponds to the cen
k-space. The discrete sampling points, represented by the
tion j( j , v), have been overplotted and compared forv 5 0
(the sampling points are uniformly distributed around the p
of the echo);v . 0 (the sampling points are increasin

corresponds to the case ofv 5 0, while the dotted lines reflect what happ
egative half ofk-space is sampled, while forv . 0 thek-space lines are spre
lotted and compared for four different values of the rotation frequencyv ,

ace points are evenly and symmetrically sampled whenv 5 0. The presenc
auses either oversampling of part ofk-space (v , 0) or undersampling of the cen
uencies (v . 0).
line
e n
is p
-sp
e c
freq
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166 WHEELER-KINGSHOTT, CRE´ MILLIEUX, AND DORAN
separated, resulting in an undersampling of the center o
echo and a coverage ofkY, which extends to the high positi
requencies);vc , v , 0 (there are only a few positivekY

points because the data are sampled increasingly closer t
other, with more points than necessary at the center of the
but failing to sample some of the higher positive frequenc
v , vc , 0 (the points are squashed together in the neg
part of kY, missing completely the center and positive hal
-space).

.5. Rotation Axis Parallel to the Readout Direction in th
Plane of Imaging

When the readout gradient is parallel to the rotation a
X 5 Gs (slice-selection gradient) andGY 5 GPE or vice

ersa.By evaluating the expressions forkrot,X andkrot,Y in Eq.
[8], we see that the effect of rotation is negligible in this c

krot,X is a polynomial function of the echo numberj , as
previously discussed, but for typical Burst parameters it is
orders of magnitude smaller than the regulark-space grid
interval,Dk, that we would have in absence of rotation.krot,Y is
he result of the integral* 0

t Gs v t9 dt9 and so is a consta
which does not depend on the echo number. The who
k-space is shifted alongkY by the same amount, which depe
on the amplitude and length of the slice-selection gradient
the minimum slice thickness we used and a typical gra
length,krot,Y is three orders of magnitude smaller thanDk.

Other cases, in which the rotation axis is neither paralle
perpendicular to the imaging plane, can be investigated
the same methodology. However, they will not be discu
further in this paper.

3. PHANTOM STUDY: METHOD AND RESULTS

The theory was tested by running the SE Burst sequ
optimized using Zha and Lowe’s phase modulation sch
OUFIS (13), on a SMIS 2.0-T small bore scanner. SM
(Guildford, England) provided a device to rotate a phan
along the axis of the magnet, indicated asZ, using a moto
controlled by a frequency generator. A plastic cylinder of 5
diameter was filled with a gelatin type A, from porcine s
(approximately 300 bloom). A small plastic cylinder was
serted into the gel to create a pattern in the image. Two s
experiments were carried out, with the parameters as in T
2. The only difference was in the image orientation: in one
coronal slices were acquired, while in the other we sam
transverse slices.

Coronal orientation is obtained with the excitation/read
gradient alongZ, therefore parallel to the rotation axis, wh
the phase encoding and slice-selection gradients are bo
thogonal to the rotation axis. Transverse views are obta
with the excitation/readout gradient orthogonal to the rota
axis. In both cases, successive images were obtained at
ent values ofv, such that the small angle limit discussed ea
he
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was adhered to (for a total imaging time of 100 ms, 0# uZ #
0.05 rad).

Figure 3 shows the reference images (v 5 0) and three othe
images acquired during the sample rotation (v 5 0.02, 0.04
and 0.08 revolutions/s) for both orientations. As expected
the theory, no distortion is evident in the coronal ima
confirming that, for smallu, the phase encoding and sli
selective gradients have negligible effects on the resu
rotation artifacts. The transverse images, however, do de
strate rotation-induced artifacts, and these become increa
evident as the rotation angular frequency increases.

The knowledge of the functionj( j , v) allows us to correc
the artifacts in all of the cases studied here. Image analysi
carried out with IDL (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, C
For each experimental case, the functionsj( j , v) and kY( j )
were evaluated using the appropriate values for the gra
amplitudes and duration, the number of Burst pulses im
mented, and the image orientation. The angular frequen
j( j , v) was passed by the user as a parameter either to be
to a known value or to be estimated (as in the volunteer s
discussed later).

The correction procedure was as follows:

● The input data were placed in a matrixSin, such thatSin(i ,
j ) corresponded to the signal acquired atk-space point (kX(i ),
j( j , v)).

● Data were taken from each column in turn and proce
separately. Thus, we had a functionsi , sampled at the poin
j( j , v). This function was interpolated to find its values at
points kY( j ). Note that, forv . 0, this involved “throwing

way” the data forj( j , v) . kYmax. For v , 0, the high
positive spatial frequencies were not acquired and it was
essary to zero-fill the output array.

● The interpolated data were then inserted into an ou
arraySout(i , j ), which was then Fourier transformed as nor
to obtain the corrected image.

In the Discussion below, we comment in more detail on
performance of this method.

For the phantom study, the measured values ofv were use
and so no free parameters were needed during the dat
cessing. Figure 3 shows both the original and the proce
images displayed one above the other. It can readily be
that the gross geometric distortion of the images has been
corrected and that in the case of thev 5 0.08 rps images the
are other artifacts (particularly at the top and bottom rims)
have been successfully removed. Notice how the varying
sition of the circular black marker through the sequenc
images shows that we are indeed seeing the sample at dif
points on the cycle as it moves around.

4. VOLUNTEER STUDY: METHOD AND RESULTS

In the previous section we have shown that knowing
function j( j , v) allows the recovery of undistorted imag
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167ROTATION ARTIFACTS IN BURST IMAGING
when the rotation frequency is known. The question arise
how to correct the data when performingin vivo experiment
where involuntary subject motion occurs. [In practice, s
motions may not be the pure rotations to which we res
ourselves in this section; we treat other cases in the Discu
below.]

A volunteer experiment was performed in which head
ages were acquired using a spin-echo Burst sequence
1.5-T Siemens Vision whole-body system. The volunteer
trolled approximately the rotation speed and direction, b
asked to turn his head either to the right or to the left and e
slowly or rapidly. Both sagittal (rotation axis in the plane of
image) and transverse (rotation axis perpendicular to the
aging plane) images were acquired.

FIG. 3. SE Burst images of a gelatine phantom, acquired on a 2.0-T
shown for different rotation frequencies:v 5 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08 rps. For
ontributing tokrot,X and krot,Y. Since the phase encoding has a small am

negligible. As expected, none of the images shows artifacts compare
erpendicular to the rotation axis and the images show artifacts increasi

he corresponding corrected one, obtained by Fourier transforming the
s the position of the plastic tube in the gel which was inserted in the sa
t different points of the rotation cycle.
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As expected the sagittal images (data not shown) de
strated no distortion, but the rotation was evident from
changed position of the head in the images. Figure 4 show
results from the transverse scans. Three images are disp
corresponding to the three differentk-space sampling situ
tions of Fig. 2, together with a reference image (v 5 0), in
which the volunteer remained stationary in the scanner
before, the images were corrected, but in this case, the
angular velocity of rotation was unknown and estimates
used. The functionj( j , v) was evaluated for a variety
values ofv and a trial reconstruction performed for each.
selected the rotation frequency that best reproduced the a
ratio of the reference scan. The processed images are s
below the distorted images. It is evident that in two of the t

all-bore horizontal SMIS system. Transverse (top) and coronal (bottom
coronal images the read gradient was parallel to the rotation axes an
ude and the slice-select gradient is short, their contributions to the dis
with the reference scan (v 5 0). For the transverse slice, the read gradient

ith the rotation frequency. Below each transverse distorted image we hve displayed
a after reinterpolating it as described in the text. The only difference between scan
le at an angle. Because the experiments were not triggered, the shotsuired
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cases, a successful correction is achieved, but in the case
v , vc, it has not proved possible to correct the data. In
latter case, we see edge enhancements reminiscent of i
that have been high-pass filtered and the origins of this e
are described further below.

5. DISCUSSION

During “conventional” experiments, such as spin echo
gradient echo, where the pulse sequence is repeated fo
PE step, with the read and slice-selective gradients the sa
each repetition, all lines of thek-space are affected in a simi
way by a constant motion of the sample. By contrast, “f
sequences that acquire all the lines ink-space in a single sh
will suffer from a different phase shift for eachk-space line. In
he case of EPI, this phase shift is, in fact, relatively sm
ecause the gradients oscillate rapidly and the phase ac

ations tend to cancel out. This leads to a low sensitivit
otion. In the case of Burst, however, the excitation and
radients have a constant sign, leading to rapidly increa
otation-induced phase shifts. This is the origin of the cha
eristic distortion observed. Another low flip angle fast imag
echnique, RUFIS (18, 19), overcomes this problem by sa
ling an FID immediately after each excitation, leaving li

ime for the phase accumulation, and thus exhibits m
maller rotation artifacts than Burst.
The phantom data confirm that it is possible to recover B

mages satisfactorily by employing the theory that we h
eveloped. Ana priori known rotation angular frequency w

FIG. 4. Images of the human brain in the presence of rotation at 1.5
reference scan corresponds tov 5 0 rps. Forv . 0, there is a complicated

(see main text and Appendix B), there is a complicated compression
acquired and the correction in this case is not possible.
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used to remap the nonuniformly spaced lines onto ak-space
grid suitable for use with a fast Fourier transform.In vivo data
or which the rotation rate was unknown, were processed u
guessvalue forv. The accurate knowledge of the anatom

details and dimensions was thus important for the outcom
the correction. The optimum rotation frequency was estim
to a precision of 10%, this figure being obtained by conside
the rate of change in the corrected image dimensions as th
value ofv was changed. However, with no independent m
of measuring the angular velocity, we are unable to com
on theaccuracyof the method. A modification of the Bur
sequence to include a navigator echoes may be a fe
method of “building into” the sequence a way of deducingv.

When the sample is rotating with a positive angular
quency, the data are acquired further into the positive ha
k-space. The separation between adjacentk-space lines in
creases accordingly and this leads to the apparent decre
the field-of-view (FOV) in the phase encoding direction,
the vertical stretching in the uncorrected images of Figs. 3
4. This is not a simple stretching distortion, however, since
gap between adjacentkY lines is not constant.

The purpose of the current paper is to demonstrate
understand the distortion, rather than to develop an op
correction method. Our current correction is rather crude
simply interpolates the data to the expected grid. There ar
main consequences. Forv . 0, the extrak-space lines ar
thrown away and the corrected image is undersampled. T
is little that can be done for the loss ofk-space samplin

riginal and corresponding corrected images are displayed one above th
etching artifact, but it is possible to recover the correct image. Whenvc # v #

rtifact, which is also correctable. Whenv # vc, the low spatial frequencies are n
T. O
str
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resolution at the central spatial frequencies, but the addit
positivek-space lines provide a potential means of increa
the image resolution by using an adaptive partialk-space
technique.

In the case of negative angular frequency, the data are
clustered together, with the opposite effect of shrinking
image along the phase encoding direction. The distortion
if a larger FOV, corresponding to a smallerk-space step, ha
been chosen. However, again, the asymmetry of the sam
in k-space means that we have more then a simple squash
the image. The negative portion and the center ofk-space ar

versampled, but some of the positive higher spatial freq
ies are missing altogether. Half-Fourier algorithms
trongly suggested to compensate for the asymmetrick-space
ampling. The necessary data are lost completely ifv , vc, so

that the image is high-pass filtered. Notice that, where les
less genuinek-space information is incorporated in the c
rected image, there will be a decrease in SNR. This wi
particularly dramatic when we no longer sample the cent
k-space.

In this paper we have tackled the problem of rotation du
Burst. Sample translation during acquisition will also affect
data and cause characteristic artifacts. The experimenta
fication of the effect of translation during Burst experimen
currently underway (20). Preliminary results are showing th
again, as expected, artifacts are significant only for the
ponent of the translation along the read gradient. The da
modified by a nonuniform phase shift, related to the e
number,j , and the amplitude and duration of the read grad
It is likely that correction using techniques like those ab
will be possible for a general rigid body motion compose
simultaneous translation and rotation. However, a limitatio
the method may be our imperfect knowledge of the natu
the motion: withouta priori information on the translation
and angular velocities, corrections using the method a
would become a matter of repeated trials, with results b
evaluated on the basis of similarity to known/expected fea
of the image.

Two other situations are worthy of mention: nonrigid b
motion and flow. The situation of nonrigid body motion
particularly complicated, with movement of the spins not
scribable by simple models. We suggest that image corre
is likely to prove extremely difficult and probably not worth
effort. This would preclude the use of Burst in, for exam
cine-cardiac imaging. (We have been able to obtain sati
tory single-shot Burst images within certain phases of
cardiac cycle, but at other points, the complexity and spe
the motion, of the order of 100-fold higher than the va
studied here, make the data unrecoverable.) The case of
ing spins has also been investigated (20). Here, there is
distribution in velocities, rather than a simple bulk transla
of the spins. In standard spin-echo, phase-contrast, ve
imaging, the velocity encoding period is short enough for t
velocity differences to have minimal effects. However, in B
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experiments with a very long read gradient, an echo dam
factor is introduced, which is related to the velocity dispers

6. CONCLUSION

Burst is an ultrafast single-shot imaging technique that
be seriously affected by motion artifacts, because of the
read gradients applied over a relatively long time. The tr
verse magnetization created by each pulse evolves und
excitation/read gradient pair of a different length. When
read gradient is orthogonal to the rotation axis, the resu
k-space is mapped to an irregular grid alongkY. The artifacts
are a result of naively Fourier transforming data as if it
been acquired correctly. As long as the acquired data co
sufficient portion ofk-space, the data can be corrected.

We have presented a simple model that allows images
reconstructed even in the presence of moderate rotation
have specified the limiting angular velocity beyond which
recovery becomes impossible. The method has been sho
work well when the rotation speed is a constant knowa
priori, and, as long as the sample aspect ratio is known
correction succeeds even ifv is a parameter to be determin

The rotation problem does not diminish the suitability
using Burst for fast effective scanning in the majority of ca
Burst retains all the advantages of a single-shot technique
conventional multishot experiments. An appropriate sele
of the read gradient direction, coupled with suitable trigge
can reduce many of the effects of the motion, while proces
using a scheme such as that described here can correc
residual motion.

APPENDIX A

Evaluation of krot,X and krot,Y

In this Appendix we derive the formulae describing
effect of rotation during Burst experiments. For simplicity,
gradient ramps have been ignored for the calculations o
integrals, but it would be straightforward to include them.

We first recall some basic formulae relevant to Burst im
ing. The read (and excitation) gradients are related to the i
resolutionDX by

GR 5
2p

g DX Dt
, [A.1]

whereDt is the sampling interval. For isotropic image reso
tion from a Burst sequence withn echoes, each of whic
containsnR points, and fullk-space coverage (i.e., the sa
number of positive and negative lines), the following relat
hold:
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GPE 5
GR

nR
[A.2]

Gref 5
1

2
GPESn 2

1

2D t

Tref
5

GRSn 2
1

2D t

2nRTref
. [A.3]

Our starting expressions for calculating the motion terms
those fork rot taken from Eq. [9] with values forA, B, C, and
D substituted in from [11].

krot,X 5 g E
0

~ j11/ 2!t

GPE~t! v t dt

2 g E
~ j11/ 2!t

~ j11/ 2!t1Tref

Gref~t! v t dt

krot,Y 5 2g E
0

~ j11/ 2!t

GR~t! v t dt

1 g E
~ j11/ 2!t1Dt

2~ j11/ 2!t1Dt

GR~t! v t dt. [A.4]

After expanding the integrals, collecting together terms
different powers ofj , and finally substituting forGPE andGref

in terms ofGR, we obtain the following expressions for t
oefficientsaX, bX, cX, aY, bY, andcY of Eq. [11]:

aX 5 2
gGRvt 2

2nR
[A.5a]

bX 5
gGRvt 2

4nR
~2n 2 3! [A.5b]

cX 5
gGRvt

8nR
@2~n 2 1!t 1 ~2n 2 1!Tref# [A.5c]

aY 5 2gGRvt 2 [A.5a9]

bY 5 2gGRvt~t 1 DT! [A.5b9]

cY 5 2
gGRvt

4
~t 1 2Dt!. [A.5c9]

Notice that all theY coefficients are negative, but for pres
ation reasons we usej 5 2(kY 1 krot,Y) in the main text
ence the upwardly curving lines for positivev in Fig. 2.
re

h

-

APPENDIX B

Evaluation of vc

The condition that at least1
8 of our lines are in the positiv

half of k-space, necessary if we are to reconstruct our
using partial Fourier techniques, translates into the expre

j~n, v! $
n

8
uDkYu. [B.1]

The limiting negative value for which this is true isvc, where

j~n, vc! 5
n

8
z

gGRt

nR
, [B.2]

and we have substituted forDkY 5 gGPEt using [A.2]. Using
xpressions [13], [14], and [A.2], we obtain

gGRvct F tn2 1 ~DT 1 t!n 1
1

4
~t 1 2DT!G 1

n

2

gGRt

nR

5
n

8

gGRt

nR
, [B.3]

here the last term on the LHS isunDkY 1 kY0u for an image
with the phase-encode blip set to center the acquired da
kY 5 0.

Rearranging leads to

vc 5
23n

8nRF tn2 1 ~DT 1 t!n 1
1

4
~t 1 2DT!G . [B.4]

For images with the parameters shown in Table 2, we ob

vc(phantom)5 20.016revolutions/s21

vc~headscan! 5 20.018 revolutions/s21

to 2 s.f. Notice that these values are dependent only o
sequence timings and, perhaps surprisingly, not on the i
resolution viaGR. Notice also that, forv . 0, the locus o

oints obtained always passes through the central regi
-space (see Fig. 2). This means that it is possible to re
truct images for much larger absolute values of angula
ocity than uvcu when the rotation is in the positive sense. T
is evidenced by the phantom results, where we can recon
images forv 5 0.08 rps without significant loss of quality
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